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Teacher Training: Ajan Kamol Thongkam, a professional
artist, taught Fine Arts to our teachers for 8 days
Our school closed for summer holiday to combat the Covid-19 outbreak. Most of our
children went to their home villages to visit their parents and guardians. Only some children who
don’t have parents and guardians are with us. Our teachers look after them on the campus.
Last week, our teachers had a great opportunity to learn Fine Arts. Ajan Kamol Thongkam,
one of the famous artists in Thailand, came to teach Fine Arts to our teachers from the 16th to 25th
of March, 2020. In the past years, he taught Fine Arts to teachers and students in other schools
in Thailand.
Art is one of the school subjects in School for Life. Our teachers will be able teach the
children how to draw and paint through step-by-step methods in the next school year.
Art plays an important role in human’s life. Art is a way to express many things. It’s a way
to deal with feelings that cannot be expressed through typical means like conversation or words.
Art gives a way to express your emotions. Art is not only just a way of expressing your ideas but
also can be used to send some kind of information or message to the masses.
The teachers could learn the following fundamentals of Art.
1. Point and Line
2. Value
3. Color value: hot, warm, cool
4. Warm tone and cool tone
5. Balance
6. Shape and form
7. Light and shadow
8. Integration
9. Contrast
10. Emphasis
11. Perspective
12. Realistic
13. Creative & Design
14. Drawing animals
15. Portrait: (eye, nose, mouth and face) (man, woman, boy, girl and child)
16. Proportion & anatomy (bone)
17. Thai painting
18. Wall painting
We are very thankful to Ajan Kamol Thongkam for teaching Fine Arts to us.
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School for Life is an internationally sponsored project in Northern Thailand that provides home and care for
children who live in difficult situations. These include not only who lost their relatives, whose
parents died of disease or are missing, but also children who escaped from situations of brutality
and abuse. We give them a new home, provide for their basic needs as well as offer psychosocial
and medical care. On top of that, we ensure the children to have proper basic education.
School for Life was founded by Prof. em. Dr. Jürgen Zimmer and Thaneen Worrawittayakun (‟Joy”) in 2003.

